Theatre Criticism in Canada: A Round Table  and Its Aftermath As part of the 2015 Canadian Association for Th eatre Research (CATR) and Société québécoise d'études théâtrales (SQET) conferences at the University of Ottawa, Sylvain Schryburt and I organized a round table discussion on the intersection of theatre studies and theatre criticism in Canada, conducted in French and English. Th e dialogue was lively and at times unexpectedly combustive, with participants exchanging strong views on the place of the individual writer and her practice in the contemporary landscape of digital criticism and social media, and on questions of diversities and criticism. Many (participants and spectators alike) commented that it was a highly engaging session, but we were also aware that some of the panel's framing questions may have been somewhat sidelined, and the capacity to make clear and nuanced points blunted in the heat of the debate. We therefore invited the fi ve participants to revisit the round table in writing for this Canadian Th eatre Review issue, giving them a wide brief to repeat and expand on points made, and/or refl ect on the discussion and thoughts arising from it.
-Karen Fricker
Hervé Guay
Before refl ecting on the criticism round table at CATR that sparked strong reactions from its spectators-which, by the way, is a very good thing-a little contextualization wouldn't hurt. If anything else, the discussion was living proof that the approach to debate is very diff erent depending on which side of the Ottawa River you're coming from. In Quebec, the public expects a round table to produce heated exchanges from relatively fi rm positions. In English Canada, there's a sensitivity toward anything relating to (l-r) : Christian Essiambre and Pierre-Guy Blanchard in Le long voyage de Pierre-Guy B., directed by Philippe Soldevila and created by Essiambre, Blanchard, and Soldevila. A co-production of Théâtre Sortie de Secours, Théâtre l'Escaouette, and Théâtre français du Centre national des Arts, presented at Théâtre d'Aujourd'hui in January 2016. Hervé Guay's review of this production appears in Spirale 257.
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A Round Table and Its Aftermath | FEATURES minorities that makes it diffi cult to broach certain questions without seeming like a die-hard traditionalist. It was in full awareness of this that I agreed to participate in the panel, telling myself that if we want to encourage exchanges between Canada's two main linguistic groups, it's unavoidable that this will infl uence the very form they take. From this perspective, leaving one's rhetorical culture at the door didn't seem like the best way of going about it. On a more personal level, I arrived at the round table determined to defend a certain conception of criticism that I hold dear, despite knowing that it's losing momentum. I had in fact just learned that two cultural publications that I have often written for, Jeu and Spirale , were completely leaving print criticism behind in favour of digital criticism. It was not owing to fear of change that I defended written criticism, but because it is perhaps necessary to measure what is lost when new discursive forms are born, before extolling the supposedly wonderful possibilities they off er.
What is this vision of criticism that I subscribe to? For me, coming from a newspaper background, theatre criticism has proven to be fi rst and foremost a writing practice. It is also an expertise that comes from a diligent involvement in the scene, and from a certain mastery of an aesthetic vocabulary-a mastery that is not within everyone's reach, despite the beliefs of some champions of the democratization of culture who mistake their hopes for realities.
Finally, the practice of criticism requires a certain stepping back-a distancing in relation to the object of critique, a suspension of judgment even, which is too often lacking on the Internet. While critical opinion takes shape over time, I paradoxically enjoy seeing it coexist alongside an awakening sensibility. Part of the theatrical experience moves through the body, and this is something of which criticism should take account: what the critic puts forward is in some ways felt before it is substantiated . Provided that this is described well and set out in the critic's work, I would go as far as to say that this presents another type of proof that is material and somatic, and that we are often more inclined to listen to and accept in the public sphere than the academic world.
It's on this basis that, on the panel, I off ered arguments against certain digital discourses that, while perhaps including pertinent critical elements, do not for the most part replace a structured writing practice, do not rest on genuine expertise in theatre and performance, do not always demonstrate a mastery of aesthetic and ideological questions, and do not always show signs of awareness of the breadth of theatrical forms. I also dread the wielding of a tit-for-tat approach to criticism, devoid of distance, in which works become the objects of polemic in that certain details are given too much importance and are presented alongside dubious or naïve interpretations of their signifi cance.
In short, if I am delighted about the democratization and dialogism at play in the critical discourse currently being undertaken by individuals and groups previously denied access to the public sphere, I am not delighted about the loss of expertise, the tendency toward snap judgments, and the transformation of artistic work into mere fodder for discursive entertainment-things I lamented just as much when they were happening in print criticism. In print, the phenomenon is nonetheless limited by the frequency of the journal, the management's choice of critic, and the limited writing space available to the individual in the publication. I am also not denying that it's possible that there is sophisticated critical work happening on the web by writers with equal or greater expertise and sensibility than those we read in the general or specialized press. But who is blessed with the fi nancial means and the free time to write this way on a regular basis, and who will know that this kind of discourse exists?
Th us, on the CATR panel I said some things that are not always comfortable to say and think these days, judging by the negative reactions of some spectators: that not all discourses are equal even if they all have a rightful place, that critical expertise has a value, that a sentence uttered by chance in a digital conversation does not constitute proper criticism and is not worth rejoicing over as if we've revitalized the genre. If new forms and platforms for critical discourse must be invented-and they must-I hope that we will be as demanding of them as we have been of those past platforms that, as imperfect as they have always been, have allowed certain peoplebut not all, I acknowledge-to develop a sophisticated point of view on theatre and to share it with the general public. Th ese are precisely the sorts of points of view that creators and the public have a right to expect, even if they fi nd themselves disagreeing with the points of view those writers express.
- As some of you know, Toronto artist Erin Brubacher has been making waves lately through a critical intervention she has staged on two social media platforms, and in which both Karen [Fricker] and I have participated. It started with an open letter Brubacher published on Jacob Zimmer's blog Minor Expletives and Better Questions, which was addressed to playwright Daniel Karasik, offering an impassioned response to the production of his play Little Death . Her critique took on what she perceived as misogyny in the text and show, and leveraged her play analysis to raise a number of concerns about the practice of theatre criticism online: the political timidity of critics, the mainstream press's affi nity for promoting the autonomous male theatre artist, the male domination of critical discourse (mansplaining?) in social media. Signifi cantly, Brubacher's letter intentionally mimed (and implicitly critiqued) the form of Karasik's blog, which off ers an alternative brand of criticism by addressing open letters to members of the Canadian theatre community on various urgent topics.
Th e letter was posted, controversy ensued, and Brubacher decided to create a forum for diverse theatremakers to voice their concerns about the larger issues of equity raised. Th is has taken the form of a Facebook "relay interview" on theatre creation and "gender politics in theatre," and involves someone tagging a member of a group of theatre artists and asking a question. Th e tagged person then responds and poses another question to someone else. (Th e form was based on Jacob Wren's "RelayInterview," presented at Do Tank.) So far, the game has stimulated fabulous dialogue on the state of Canadian theatre and theatre criticism, and garnered an extremely large following. [When the game ended in November 2016, the relay group had 344 members.]
For me, Brubacher's open letter and relay have clarifi ed how online platforms are fundamentally changing what we, as scholars, normally think of as theatre criticism. Here are four lessons I've learned from these experiments:
1. Peer-to-peer criticism is toppling hierarchies of critical mattering in theatre. I've borrowed the term peer-to-peer from the practice of fi le sharing online, and I defi ne it as two individuals engaging each other's work critically, without having to go through a central authorizing editor, press, or news organization. Blogs, Facebook , and Twitter now allow theatre artists to easily comment on one another's shows, and these comments are taken as seriously as those of the professional scholar or critic. Social media, echoing CTR 's mandate, is helping showcase artists as articulate critics of theatre and spokespersons for their own work. It helps re-frame criticism as a dialogue between peers (not the one-sided holding forth of an illustrious expert) and off ers the possibility for the assessed to respond (sometimes almost instantly) to their privileged assessors. 2. Th e online context makes the practice of cultural criticism more apparent as itself a kind of performance. As Brubacher notes in her letter, criticism on social media often off ers artists a chance to visibly align themselves with specifi c issues and to promote their own artistic brand. When authors opine about the state of Canadian playwriting, they may be engaging in a
Excerpts from the Facebook Relay Interview curated by Erin Brubacher.
theatrical form of self-promotion, positioning themselves as important playwrights to be read alongside other luminaries. Th is sense of criticism as a performance is further promoted not only by the instantaneous response of commenting readers but by interactive responses in the form of "likes" or "shares" or "favourites." While these interactions mark unseen spectators as spectators, they also function as an interesting sort of criticism-an extraordinarily pointed analysis of what is valuable about certain forms of theatre and writing about it (and, thanks to the self-tagging, valuable for whom (Fall 2014) . As scholars we need to take seriously commentary embedded in ubiquitous online vehicles like the blog post, the tweet, and the Facebook update, treating them as microforms of criticism. However brief and unpolished, they deliver some of the most pointed critiques of Canadian theatre and, through the traffi c of likes and comments that they elicit, off er greater insight into ecologies of theatre production in this country than any single critic could deliver.
Postscript : When I wrote my spiel for the CATR criticism panel, I had no clue that it would contribute to a heated debate about theatre criticism in Canada, and that my comments would later be characterized in the Canadian Th eatre Critics Association's E-Bulletin , alongside those of panel co-chair Karen Fricker, as "surprising" (Ruprecht 20). What I had intended as mere description of what I saw as a rapidly transforming context touched a nerve for some, particularly those concerned with how DIY online criticism is displacing professional journalistic reviewing. At the time, I clarifi ed that I wasn't advocating for the tweet to replace the critical review; rather, my point was that peer-to-peer criticism online had the potential of giving voice to artists, but also to individuals from historically marginalized communities who have not had the same access to professional, or indeed public, critical discourse. What I found most interesting, however, is how the material context of the round table proved this very point by opening up a discussion among a greater range of voices than could be represented onstage. As panellists debated live, audience members in the theatre were carrying on a vibrant discussion via Twitter at #CATR2015, off ering their own perspectives and also drawing in artists not present at the conference to weigh in.
Th is said, the fl urry of tweets also speaks to other developments that I wasn't able to address at the time, and that demand further analysis, particularly in light of the proliferation of social media controversies (e.g., #CanStageSoWhite) and open letters that has followed since summer 2015-even leading Pandemic Th eatre's Jiv Parasram to write in December of that year "An Open Letter to a Community Enraptured by Open Letters," calling for the form to "[p]iss off , and fade away." Returning in a new way to my framing of criticism as performance, I now want to ask: in what ways does the online context, which gives everyone the tools to instantaneously register their concerns about an issue or production, re-frame critical commentary as mere self-serving spectacle, providing a platform for those, in Parasram's view, who crave instant validation? How do we balance the community-building functions of "likes" and "favourites" and the potential of these tools to harness a crowd mentality that encourages people to rush in and opine without the full picture? And what other forms, like Brubacher's relay, might we turn to or create in order to redirect grandstanding and self-aggrandizing into critical dialogue? I have no answers to these questions, and the furious pace of technological production and its cultural consumption will surely frustrate any that come quickly. and Paralympic Games as a way of tracking that mega-event's eff ects on Vancouver's performing arts community, the blog has gradually morphed into a platform to document the city's live arts scene and, more personally, to experiment with forms of performance criticism outside of the typical constraints of academic publishing. While I often bemoan the self-imposed pressure to maintain a steady fl ow of posts (I try to write something about everything I see), I now consider my blogging to be an integral part of my research dissemination. Not only does the blog allow me to connect what I do academically to a broader community, but it also enables me to think about questions of performance documentation and performative writing in what I hope is a more complex manner-especially when it comes to the ways in which the Internet, like the theatre, is a memory machine. Along with Rebecca Schneider, I am interested in how my digital archive of a small (and, it must be said, rather idiosyncratic) segment of Vancouver performance becomes a material space to think through what of these performances remains-ideally apart from or in excess of base critical judgments. I admit to being an inveterate rereader of many of my blog posts, and not merely to boost my page views or to check for typos; with performances that have aff ected me deeply, I fi nd myself rereading what I have written about them almost as a way of prolonging the event, with the post becoming a "postscript" that allows, in Carl Lavery's useful reconceptualization of the text versus performance and document versus disappearance binaries, for a critical and phenomenological re-experiencing of the event that has passed.
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All by way of saying that I don't consider my posts to be reviews per se. I pay for my own tickets, I don't take notes in the theatre, and I don't write about what I've seen until the next day, at the earliest. And while I certainly off er a steady stream of aesthetic pronouncements, I am not terribly invested in an accurate or "thick" description of the performances I see. Rather, I am more interested in conveying what Martin Welton would call "the feel" of a performance-in the dual sense of conveying something of the aff ective force of the experience of the event in my prose and using an expanded perceptual fi eld as a means of understanding how a performance works, including how it works with or on its audience. Neither a tweeter nor a Facebook "liker," I prefer the blogosphere's "slower ontology" (Bachelard 215); some days, it is true, I don't have the luxury of being that slow (when I started blogging, I used to compose and edit my posts in Word, and then cut and paste them into the Blogger template; now I click the "new post" button and type directly into the little square). I am well aware that many of my posts don't read that diff erently from the capsule reviews one would fi nd in the Georgia Straight -although I like to think with far less snark than those of Colin Th omas.
Th at said, I also appreciate the challenge of linking, when and where I can, that transient space between performance and its documentation (see Reason) to larger questions of the theatrical public sphere. In writing about what I have seen at the Cultch, or the Dance Centre, or SFU Woodward's, I am not presuming that my blog prompts any mad rush to buy tickets to a show (although I certainly promote and advocate for compelling work, or that in which I have a stake, whether as a company board member or a mentor to undergraduate and graduate student-artists). Mostly, I see myself completing a very specifi c performative act of transfer, locating the aesthetic, ethical, and political claims a particular work of performance has made on me within the civic and social frames that govern those claims. In this respect, while their styles may diff er, I see my posting less in opposition to the content of my scholarly writing than as an extension of my research, especially around questions of performance and place. Indeed, this was the initial impetus for the blog, which-following from Jill Dolan's justly celebrated Feminist Spectator blog-took its name from the subtitle to the book I published coincident to the site's establishment (see Dickinson, Dolan) .
To the extent that I have always sought to ground my critical practice in the social life of the place from which I write, my blog has become an essential part of how I defi ne myself not just as an academic citizen and a performance scholar, but as a Vancouverite. I could no more give it up than my subscription to Ballet BC or my perennial jokes about the length of Norman Armour's curtain speeches. Th is, I would like to think, has less to do with the confessional pull of the Internet as a medium than with the higher purposes of criticism itself-and, as crucially, of a purposeful and mutually sustaining relationship between robust arts criticism and a vibrant theatrical ecology. If, as Terry Eagleton has written, criticism just "might contribute in a modest way to our very survival" (124), then blogging about Vancouver live art has become an integral part of my performance oxygen. 

Alvina Ruprecht
My response to the round table held at the University of Ottawa as part of CATR/SQET in June 2015 is partly based on our exchanges, and partly the result of my refl ecting beyond that eventbecause the discussion veered off to aspects of online criticism that did not quite coincide with the excellent questions posed by the host, Sylvain Schryburt. For the moment, then, let me focus on that which gives academic legitimacy to a theatre review and the nature of online reviewing. While I was reviewing on CBC Radio (and still a professor in the French department of Carleton University), colleagues and practitioners were able to access online versions of my radio scripts on the CBC Ottawa site (for personal research and course discussions on performance studies) because CBC reviews were linked to an established medium. When CBC removed theatre reviews from its Morning Show in August 2011, the fi rst question my colleagues asked was, can we still quote Alvina now that she is not writing or speaking for CBC? Do those quotes still have a legitimate value for theatre research in refereed journals in Canada? In other words, are the established media the only acceptable university source for journalistic opinion?
Personally, after thirty years, I felt that leaving the CBC was a form of liberation. I was no longer vetted for the number of ideas I chose to present. I was no longer told not to mention writers' names unknown to the general public (Who is that Strindberg person!?!). I could write as much as I wanted and delve as deeply as I wanted, not having to worry about making listeners "think too much so early in the morning"-although the need for clarity was always paramount. It does not mean one has to underestimate the audience; it means one appeals to their intelligence in varied ways and builds a following over the years.
After leaving the CBC, I was still attending performances and writing longer and more in-depth reviews for a new independent site, Capital Critics Circle ( capitalcriticscircle.com ), sharing the space with a team of equally experienced reviewers in a position similar to mine-yet suddenly (I speak only for myself here) I was perceived as lacking something. Journalistic colleagues in other cities at times tended to create a hierarchy of reviewers, putting local so-called bloggers at the bottom of the heap no matter what their past was. No such hierarchy was ever alluded to among university colleagues, which was interesting because they surely understood that if I continued writing as a retired critic, this had nothing to do with a frustrated desire to impose an authoritative opinion as a representative of a state or private institution (a gross misrepresentation of a critic's work), nor with the expression of a truth. Rather, it is about the need to reach closure, to express a well-articulated opinion about a performance-something I and my colleagues had been doing for many years. We were always spurred on by a sincere interest in a theatre milieu that wanted constant feedback because the established media no longer covered theatre to the extent they should. (One single paid critic, Patrick Langston, is currently operating in Ottawa, not as an employee of the Ottawa Citizen , but as a freelancer.) Reviewing for over three decades, I had a symbiotic relationship with the theatre milieu that could not end overnight because the learning process had taken so much time.
Over the years, adapting to a great variety of publics was a long and arduous process. Th eatrical questions had to be approached by avoiding professional vocabulary and describing the process in simpler terms, for example, vulgarization heightened by visual description when dealing with aesthetic theories that seem necessary to pinpoint a director's way of dealing with a particular form of staging. Th is kind of writing, which aims at clarity, can be appreciated by all audiences, and that is always the main focus of a good critic.
Th is, then, brings us back to the question of legitimacy, because it seems to be dependent on the relevance of the critic's ideas on a given question. If an academic knows the critic's work and has confi dence in her or his opinions, there seems to be no problem referring to that critic's texts, no matter where they are published. In that case, the legitimacy of the medium should play little role at all. It's the critic's reputation that has the upper hand. Th is is not something easily erased! Websites that keep an archive of published comments are also of utmost importance because that is how a theatre site becomes historically and artistically relevant.
Continuing writing as a retired critic has
Lately, various categories of online opinion (including social media such as Twitter and Facebook ) are creating a dynamic atmosphere where each form has its own niche audience, and that is a healthy thing. Nowadays, it is clear that online reviewing is much more prevalent than reviews in the established media, and the public can choose what appeals to them. Often, a review is the only available source of information about a production and can be useful to the artist applying for grants or for a position or a promotion.
Th is returns me to Schryburt's thinking. In the context of reviewing in relation to university research, one of the most interesting new theatre journals to appear online is Critical Stages ( www. critical-stages.org ), the electronic journal of the International Association of Th eatre Critics, which appears in English and French. It is not refereed in the strict sense of the word, but because it brings together recognized theatre specialists from around the world, no one seems to question the legitimacy of those articles. Given that some of the world's most important critics are affi liated with the publication, new contributors automatically benefi t from the aura of excellence that fi lters through each issue, heightened by the multiplicity of theatrical traditions and origins that are presented there, enhanced by beautiful visuals often photographed by the critics themselves and creating an exciting sense of immediacy. Th e ongoing learning process for all concerned is unsurpassed by any other publication in the world, and such interaction and collaboration are possible only because all the work is done online. Th at tells it all. It is one of the most vivid and fi rmly rooted memories from the early days of my journey as a teacher. During a seminar on dramatic criticism I was leading with a colleague, we had spent three hours dissecting the text, the staging, and the acting of a production along with forty or so students. David Harrower's Des couteaux dans les poules ( Knives in Hens ), as directed by Catherine Vidal (Th éâtre de la Veillée, Montreal, 2013), was notable for its fertile ambiguity, inviting multiple interpretations.
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With just a few minutes left before the end of the session, a student put up her hand. She bravely launched into the dialogue that had been building and growing in complexity and insight throughout the session. In a notably succinct sentence-fi fteen words at the most-she managed to summarize perfectly what three exhausting hours of plumbing the group's collective intelligence had brought to light. What she tapped into, in that moment, still makes me shiver.
Th e practice of criticism-with the contemplation and the concentration it requires and the time spent writing-is in many ways solitary. I nevertheless think that thought develops best and is refi ned and sharpened when points of view are subjected to the opinions of and questioned by peers. At the crossroads between private conversation and the public sphere, the classroom seems to me the ideal site in which to test, develop, and enrich one's own point of view and the point of view of others.
Beyond providing training in a practice, teaching criticism creates a temporary but crucial space where collective intelligence can be deployed and consolidated, as I hope I've illustrated in my opening anecdote. In the context of teaching criticism I have been handed twenty, thirty, or even forty reviews of the same show to read, and have discovered in them just as many ideas rubbing up against each other and producing sparks, despite blunders, clichés, and shortcuts.
Of course the critic, regardless of his or her age and experience, will always risk mistakes when off ering interpretive hypotheses, as Milan Kundera argues, adding, "Yet, as thinking may be, if it is based on an authentic expertise it does not lose any of its value; it provokes and produces other refl ections and thus helps to establish the contemplative background essential to art" (8; emphasis in the original).
It is Kundera again who, rejecting the idea of a methodical approach, suggests that the critic "makes us sensitive to that which, in a work of art, is singular, therefore unforeseeable, therefore incalculable by a method" (8). To transmit the rigour, the ethics, the basics of a reasoned approach to the theatrical event is important, but our task as teachers is also to cultivate a cast of unique voices that are still exploring, still discovering their own qualities … something every critic should keep in mind when writing. As Emmanuel Wallon writes, "a critic will only off er a fl eeting echo of the artwork if he does not exert his creative abilities, fashioning tools, forging concepts, and arranging words so as to better communicate the work's power" (15).
Finally, if it's true that all the world's a stage, that politics is a non-stop show, and that media is a circus, it seems crucial that our eff orts to equip our students in the development of their aesthetic judgment should lead them to think critically about all the discourses and performances to which they are exposed. As a discipline of doubt, of questioning and of resistance, our fi eld also participates in the shaping of critical citizens.
-Translated by Meg Moran and Karen Fricker
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